Fortify for Endpoint Security

Advanced cybersecurity expertise in a cost-effective SOC to monitor, mitigate and remediate around the clock.

**Threat** protection, remediation, incident response and the benefits of a security operations center (SOC) are within easy reach. **Structured’s Fortify for Endpoint Security** service monitors your IT environment, detecting and remediating malicious attacks with 24/7 support from our experienced SOC. From multivariant ransomware attacks to the latest cryptomining infiltrations, advanced endpoint threat management from Structured -- coupled with SOC monitoring and remediation services -- stops active threats and minimizes harm. And, it’s all backed by a $1 million ransomware warranty.
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**Key Benefits**

- **On-demand security operations**
  Leverage a SOC that scales protection with your business. Achieve enterprise-level protection even as an SMB with expert, on-demand staff sufficient to address threat remediation.

- **Simple deployment, always-available threat coverage**
  Detect all known and unknown threats via the latest behavior-based technology, regardless of where your endpoints are deployed -- office, home, airport, café, hotel, and more.

- **Next-gen threat detection and remediation**
  Incorporate patented threat identification and remediation technology to fully protect desktop and server environments for Windows, Mac and Linux, as well as virtualized servers in AWS, VMware, Citrix, VirtualBox, and Hyper-V.

- **Ransomware peace of mind**
  Cover costs for ransomware with a $1million warranty. While it is unlikely ransomware will ever impact you when using Fortify for Endpoint Security, it’s nice to know you are shielded.

www.structured.com
Structured’s Fortify for Endpoint Security SOC services provide the analysis, monitoring, and threat intelligence you need to protect against cyber attacks across endpoints and networks. Our SOC services ensure you can mitigate threats and meet regulatory requirements through a fully integrated range of response and remediation capabilities, keeping your environment and data safe and available around the clock.

Benefits at a Glance

- 24x7x365 service
- Immediate risk identification
- Effective response, quick remediation
- Anti-ransomware device rollback

Complete SOC Services
Implement advanced operations without the need for in-house security expertise. The complete Fortify SOC analyzes quarantined applications and files, reducing false positives and ensuring comprehensive protection. We take care of the challenges of cybersecurity while you focus on your business.

Threat Detection
This solution recognizes thousands of viruses and malware attack variants, including cryptomining attacks, as well as the root causes of these malicious behaviors, by quickly identifying and diagnosing corrupt source processes and system settings.

Response and Remediation
When malicious behavior is detected, Fortify for Endpoint Security will quickly roll back files to previous safe versions through tracking changes in your devices and restoring them to an acceptable risk state.

Next-Generation Endpoint Security
Fortify for Endpoint Security utilizes the patented SentinelOne platform for its unique malware detection and remediation technology. This solution incorporates the industry’s most innovative prevention, providing visibility into the root causes and origins of the threat, reversing the malicious operations and remediating them at an agile speed.

Outsourcing security services to Structured returns valuable time to you and your team.

Contact your account manager today or email info@structured.com.

About Structured
Structured is an award-winning solution provider delivering secure, cloud-connected digital infrastructure.

For nearly 30 years, we’ve helped clients through all phases of digital transformation by securely bridging people, business and technology. We provide design guidance, engineering assistance, and product recommendations that adhere to best practices, boost ROI, and -- most importantly -- maximize information security.